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Training of trainers:
Qualification Standards, Training Standards

– towards a Community model of definition of competences

- as seen from the Danish context
by Søren P. Nielsen, DEL

1. In Denmark, only the VET teacher profession is regulated. So when we speak of ”trai-
ning of trainers” here, only teachers are referred to. In the Danish dual VET system
approx. 2/3 of the learning in VET programmes takes place in companies and is based
on training contracts. Companies must be approved by the sectorial trade committees to
be able to sign contracts with apprentices, but there are no requirements to the formal
qualifications of those in the companies responsible for organising training. Typically,
skilled workers function as trainers. Training tends to be organised around a ”production
logic” more than on an ”educational logic” apparently – but not without great learning
impacts, however!

The term ”standard” is never used in a Danish context, and what do we exactly mean
when we talk about standards? Is it the output profile or qualification profile or maybe
the blueprint to be followed when drawing up nationally the ”qualification” constituted
by a number of ”competencies”?

Here I define ”standard” as the national requirements as regulated by a ministerial order
which sets out what is needed to become  a VET teacher and how the qualification pro-
cess must take place. Two ministerial orders regulate the field in Denmark:

a. The General Order on the Qualification of Teachers in Vocational Education and Training –
Ministerial Order No 61 of 29 January 1991

This ministerial order, drawn up in pursuance of Act No 480 of 22 June 1990 and Act No 210
of 5 April 1989, regulates the issues of teacher qualifications in Danish vocational education
and training. It specifies in §2 the teacher entrance requirements of new teachers at the voca-
tional schools, including the demand that occupational teachers must have at least 5 years of
relevant work experience, and the general subject teachers must have a least two years of rele-
vant work experience. In §3 it specifies that the teacher must have started his/her pedagogical
supplementary training programme (Paedagogikum) within the first two years of employment
at the school. In §6 it specifies the responsibility of the vocational school to assess the tea-
ching competence of the individual teacher. In §7 the responsibility of the teacher to maintain
and develop his/her subject knowledge and pedagogical skills is specified. §8 states the re-
sponsibility of the school to stimulate and organise the continuous further training and the
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competence development of the teaching staff to allow the individual teacher as well as the
team of teachers to adapt to the changing teaching requirements.

b. The Order on the Educational Training of Teachers at the Vocational Colleges (the Paedagogi-
kum) – Ministerial Order No 677 of 12 July 1996

This ministerial order, which is issued in pursuance of section 6 in Act No 311 of 24 April
1996 on self-governing institutions of higher education, contains the regulation of the pro-
fessional postgraduate teaching training programme for teachers at business colleges, tech-
nical colleges and labour market training centres. It contains a specification of the aim and
structure of the programme, a description of the theoretical part as well as the practical part of
teacher training, specifications of examination, re-examination, special external examiners,
diploma, measures in case of complaints, rules and approval measures related to credits, and a
number of transitory measures. The ministerial order is unfolded in the Curriculum/Educatio-
nal Plan  for the ”Paedagogikum”, developed by DEL, which came into force from January
1997. Here there is an educational plan further describing the programme: aims, objectives
and frameworks as well as the basic study model; the contents and themes of the three seme-
sters. The specific guidelines for teacher educators and teacher trainees are presented in a
seperate chapter.

A gradual opening up to acquire the qualification as a VET teacher in Denmark has ta-
ken place, however. For some years the programme to become an Adult Teacher has
been equivalent to the Paedagogikum. So more emphasis is put on the standard and the
output profiles than on the specific programmes.

At the time of writing a national committee has just been set up to revise the initial peda-
gogical training programme in the light of the new VET reforms of IVET and CVT. The
delivery structure will be made more flexible and the action competencies forming the
VET teacher qualification will be much more clearly spelled out.

There is no moves undertaken towards the establishment of European standards and qua-
lifications for the training of trainers. This appears to be a non-issue, and no references
are made in the mandate for revision of VET TT in Denmark.

2. There are many obstacles towards the establishment of T&T standards and qualification
frameworks at Community level. These barriers were in many ways highlighted in the
Leonardo da Vinci project ”Europrof – New Forms of Basic and Further Education of
Professionals for Vocational Education and Training”, a two-year research project led
by University of Bremen (with DEL as a partner).

The purpose of the project was to develop a European master's degree programme in
order to provide an opportunity for planners, developers and teachers to upgrade their
competencies. The intention was for this study programme to be offered at universi-
ties in various European countries. The long-term intention was to develop a platform
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for researchers and practicians in vocational training in order to professionalise the
area and obtain  recognition of vocational education and training (VET) as a discipline
in its own right with its own recognised professions.

The research programme included studies of the changing roles of vocational educati-
on and training in Europe, analyses of similar changes in the roles and job profiles of
vocational teachers, based on empirical studies carried out in the participating coun-
tries, and proposals for a new framework for the formal education of 'VET Professio-
nals' to cater for the requirements identified in relation to changed roles and functions.

The Europrof project demonstrated that the roles of teachers have developed in almost
all European countries. A matter of specific importance in this respect is the increased
focus on further training and education, particularly as a result of changes in the orga-
nisation of work in enterprises and the concept of lifelong learning.

Another important factor is the increased emphasis being put on the concept of the
learning organisation, which also implies that teachers and human resource consul-
tants in enterprises have been given new roles to play. There seems to be an increa-
sing overlap between the two roles. A third significant factor which influences the ex-
tended and more profound role of teachers is the fact that unemployed people are now
being offered vocational education and training which goes beyond standard teaching.
In addition, decentralised management of education and training systems means that
teachers are given greater responsibility for the determination of curricula.

At the same time didactic principles and teaching methods are changing: from class-
room-based, teacher-induced methods to an increased focus on how to organise the
learning process and the identification, design and structure of learning activities. In
the new scenario, teachers are not communicating subject-related information as much
as was they did previously. Instead they have gradually assumed new roles as men-
tors, coaches, simulation advisers and facilitators. At the educational level, the trend
is towards work-process-oriented activities at the expense of conventional teaching.
This trend, too, implies increasing convergence between the roles of teachers and hu-
man resource consultants. The predominant activity carried out by teachers and con-
sultants alike concerns to an increasing extent the organisation of learning processes.

Despite many good intentions, the efforts to develop and implement a European ma-
ster's degree in vocational education have been unsuccessful, because there is no con-
sistent pattern in the education of vocational teachers. Two models are predominant.
The first model is the 'training in teaching model' (Pedagogikum), which is a short-
term educational programme offered to people with a vocational background, ie
people with vocational competencies and job experience. Programmes following this
model are almost always 'context-free' in terms of the relationship between vocational
competence and educational competence. The participants are assumed to have voca-
tional expertise as a result of their practical work experience. There is generally too
little so-called 'pedagogical content knowledge'.

The other model involve formal, long-term teacher education programmes. Partici-
pants are younger, and the programmes are offered by universities as a standard study
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programme - sometimes also as a post-graduate programme. In Germany, for examp-
le, vocational teachers obtain their degrees at universities. The weakness of this model
is that the vocational elements of the study programme are mainly based on traditional
university disciplines rather than on relevant practical skills and (tacid) knowledge, ie
insignificant focus on 'pedagogical content knowledge'.

Most EU countries acknowledge the need to strengthen the vocational teacher profes-
sion, and it is possible to identify converging features in the development of roles and
profiles, but the very different qualification systems make it difficult to introduce
new, common continuing programmes across national borders. The Europrof project
therefore formulated eight 'basic pillars' as a common development platform for conti-
nued initiatives in this area. A few countries, eg Finland and Germany, are still wor-
king bilaterally on the development of common EU modules that can be used in natio-
nal master study programmes.

The Europrof project has been a great source of inspiration in Denmark, offering con-
crete and tangible contributions to the development of substantial components in the
new programme leading to a Diploma in Vocational Teaching (PD). Some of the mo-
dules in the PD programme include theoretical aspects, new literature and material de-
veloped in the Leonardo project. In addition the Europrof project has resulted in fruit-
ful cooperation between the Danish Institute for Educational Training of Vocational
Teachers and the universities of Bremen and Flensburg, in that guest teachers from
the two universities teach in the PD programmes.

Obstacles and barriers appear to be possible to overcome predominantly by pragmatic
efforts and collaborative projects at the moment.

3. Gender issues are not an issue for discussion at the time being in Denmark. In a qua-
lification analysis of VET teachers in Denmark, carried out by a research team from
DEL in 1997, it was documented that the gender distribution of teachers was the fol-
lowing:

Commercial schools Technical schools

Women 45% 21%

Men 55% 79%

      It is seen as a fair representation compared to the gender distribution in the two VET
school forms. More women than men are recruited as VET teachers today, they are
better educated, and they are younger than men, which reflects the fact that there is
an educational drift also in Denmark from ordinary IVET programmes towards upper
secondary VET gymnasium programmes. The problem with this change in teacher
qualifications is in fact another in Denmark: many of the young, university trained
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female teachers do not have the required minimnum of two years´ practical work
experience in the field.

4. It is not possible yet (at least for me) to gauge how far the Danish national qualifi-
cation frameworks and standards in the training of trainers overlap at the transnatio-
nal level. There are a number of similarities between the five Nordic countries but
comparative analyses have still to be made. It is noticeable, though, that Norway is at
the point of replacing her ”pedagogikum”-model with a three years´ education pro-
gramme to become a VET teachers as a consequence of the new requirements set by
the Reform 94. This internal Norwegian discussion appears to be very important and
should be discussed in the Tt-net. It is relevant for all Nordic countries.

The Tt-net could be very helpful in discussing and drafting potential outlines of a
transnational common framework related to qualification and training standards. But
realism is indeed needed in this field. The best strategy is, in my opinion, to follow
the approach employed in the ”Europrof”-project: to define and refine a number of
fundamental ”cornerstones” forming a platform from which each country gradually
can develop national standards. Euro ”modules” can also be developed based on this
common understanding.

The Tt-network per se can only inspire – the tail cannot wag the dog.


